The Superpowers and the Middle East
defeat. They imposed an economic blockade against Israel and,
in the case of Egypt, refused passage through the Suez Canal to
ships carrying goods despatched from or to Israel. The Arab
leaders proclaimed constantly their intention to take revenge by
destroying Israel as soon as they could This was also a theme
which Cairo Radio blared out incessantly.26
Pending the day of vengeance, Israel was subjected to almost
daily attacks from Egypt and Jordan, especially from the six
mile wide Gaza Strip between Israel and the sea which sheltered
quarter of a million refugees many of whom were trained to sys-
tematically raid Israel. The constant attacks made life unsafe
around most of Israel's boundary. Israel's reaction was to reply
occasionally with big raids, designed to punish and discourage the
fitfle ones. These retaliations often led to strong condemnation
by the United Nations following minor chidings of the Arabs for
the small raids.27 The Israelis in the meanwhile became increas-
ingly impatient at the refusal of the Arab stales to accept the
armistice settlement as permanent or to agree to the establishment
of normal relations.
In an attempt to preserve the precarious balance of power
established by the armistice agreements, the United States, Great
Britain and France issued a tripartite declaration on 25 May
1950,** claiming unilaterally the prerogative of governing the
balance of armaments in the Middle East and of preventing, by
action taken "both within and outside the United Nations", any
violation of frontiers and armistice lines. In the years that fol-
lowed, the United States sought to preserve peace along the armis-
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« Thus for instance die U.N. Security Council admonished Israel and
Syria on two occasions in May 1951.   See Department of State Bulletin,
*ofc &4y 14 M&y 1951, pl 797; & 4 Inn* 1951, ppL 91647,
**For Hie text of Hie Tripartite Declaration of 25 May 1950; see Aj>-
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